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Abstract: Buyer psychology has significantly changed due to economic 
recession. As a result, a new marketing strategy and a new    approach of 
the sale are required: Psychological Sale. This should be supported by 
the marketing strategy of the company. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

America and the rest of the world have fallen prey to the most deep 
and long recession in postwar history. It is interesting to note that each crisis 
was installed after a decade of almost unanimous agreement among 
professionals about the management of national economy. “Keynesian 
consensus” was the irrefutable doctrine during the period preceding the 
great inflation, as its great asset bubble fed from the theory of the “Great 
Classics” promoted by the Chicago school. 

The experience of such dramatic turns reinforced skepticism among 
economists about the theory that the markets balance themselves. They 
respect markets but consider that they need some time to rebalance. 
Specifically they understand that financial markets relate to the “Ideal 
market” from theories. Financial markets are dominated by people who 
invest other people’s money in order to profit. Ten years ago a group of 
financial experts withdrew regulating financial supervision, leading 
nowadays to the situation where the entire banking system is nationalized 
[2]. 

Unique feature of the current crisis is that this is a crisis of “balance 
sheets”, an excessive lending whose origin is found in the financial sector. 
This is what makes it so disagreeable. Credit is the air financial markets 
breathe. Credit toxicity infested entire category of assets and the presence of 
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U.S. market is so powerful that infection has spread worldwide and 
professionals in economics managed to predict it only when economy had 
already suffered major unbalance [3]. 

Companies set their spending and investment plans based on 
economic forecasts made by experts in economics, and governments are 
using these specialists to find guidance in all fields. 
 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

People are subjected daily by media, business discussions and in 
private discussions, to an aggressive bombing with terms like “crisis” and 
“recession”. This changes their psychology, and produces significant 
changes in attitude and behavior. As a result, people change their perception 
of values, change their mentality and change their lifestyle [4]. 

Changes in buyer’s internal values are [1]: 
Ø Perception of income sources. Suddenly, job or company becomes 

very important to the individual. That makes him fidget more and 
take more tasks. 

Ø Perception of money. If in a normal state money is seen as a form of 
“meeting the desires and pleasures”, during recession its destination 
becomes more and more “satisfying needs” and “safeguarding the 
future”. That makes him lower the costs and be obsessed with the 
economy. 

Ø Perception of the future. Crisis or not, the future is uncertain (by 
definition). In periods of crisis, however, people begin to think of it 
and panic when they you realize they “do not know what tomorrow 
brings” and that there is no guarantee. That creates an increased 
anxiety for the individual and an excessive desire for safety. 

Ø Perception of information. Because of uncertainty of the future, 
people crave for information, read more newspapers, follow the 
news, buy professional books, discuss with colleagues and 
neighbors. That helps, on the one hand, to increase their safety 
(through information) but at the same time, it submits them further 
more to stress agents (financial crisis hysteria). 
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Ø Perception of relations. In order to get more information, as well as 
to relate themselves to others, instinctively, people begin to develop 
interpersonal relations of any kind. 

Ø Perception of confidence. The need for relationships makes people 
leave their ordinary relations area (business or personal) and interact 
with new entities. But these new entities they are all largely 
unknown. Moreover, these new entities also want something in 
return (to sell something to them, to find out something etc.). This 
makes them panic and lead to a more drastic evaluation of their trust 
in people. This comes in parallel with the avalanche of advertising 
on media they are subjected to and which largely contradict their 
previous information. 

Ø Perception of exposure to commercial messages. Because all other 
members of society are also trying to get information or to sell their 
goods, the individual is subjected to an excessive flow of 
information and aggressive advertising messages. This creates panic 
and triggers protective response: individuals learn “not to see” and 
“not to hear”. For example: if during good economic times viewing 
an advertisement of a nice car lead to the mental response “Nice! 
What would be the price?” during crisis the reaction is to avoid: “I 
do not look, I do not care, I want not”. People will continue to seek 
for information, but only on those channels where they feel that they 
are the ones deciding what information to choose. 

Ø Perception of oneself. Uncertainty, the inability of controlling the 
situation, reducing costs, leaving the comfort zone and a tendency to 
hide, may all affect self-respect. This greatly decreases during 
periods of economic crisis, leading, in some cases, to depression. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
Buyer’s psychology during crisis led to the following changes in the 
marketing strategy of travel companies: 
Ø Values his job and protects his interests. They changed the scoring 

system with the Loyalty Card and now offer these Points both to the 
person and company he works for. 

Ø He is extremely cautious in spending money (both its own and 
company’s). The price used to be set by contract early in the year. 
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Now, the price varies, depending on supply and demand, the client 
company receiving daily the price quotation and special offers. 

Ø He thinks about the future and the consequences of his actions. 
Before, the contract and the Loyalty Card were valid for 1 year. 
They have been both automatically extended indefinitely. 

Ø Seeks as much information as he can. From no personalized 
communication in 2008, to the monthly newsletter, daily price 
quotation and offers, plus advice for costs management. 

Ø He actively expands his circle of acquaintances. From no direct 
relationship with the client in 2008, to the monthly visits from a Key 
Account and organization of Focus Groups. 

Ø His confidence is low and he has a high risk aversion. Last year, 
cancellation of customer orders drew penalties and the loss of the 
advance payment. New cancellation policy leads to penalties only if 
cancellation is made less than 2 hours before. 

Ø He avoids exposure to aggressive messages, preferring to be him the 
one who seeks information. A part of the advertising budget changed 
into a budget for the market research and publishing scientific 
articles for their clients. 

Ø His self-respect is lower than usual. 
 

 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Briefly, buyer’s behavior during crisis has the following features: 
Ø He will begin to appreciate his income sources and protect the 

interests of the company he works for more than in a normal 
situation. 

Ø He will be extremely cautious in spending money (his own and 
company’s). 

Ø He thinks about the future and the consequences of his actions. 
Ø He seeks as much information possible. 
Ø He is actively expanding his circle of acquaintances. 
Ø He has a low level of confidence and a high risk aversion. 
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Ø He avoids exposure to aggressive messages, preferring to be him the 
one who seeks information, proactive and selective. 

Ø He has a level of self-respect lower than usual. 
Changing buyer’s psychology in times of crisis mean also a change in the 
company marketing policy, so that it would be focused around 5 main 
factors: pragmatism, confidence, relationship, expertise and buyer’s image. 
[5] 
Ø Pragmatism 

The time of stylish and artistic messages like “We build smiles!” (hotel 
group) or “We are paving the way!” (software company) have passed. 
Subtlety is no more useful. Companies must invent more pragmatic 
messages by pointing out aspects related to economy, reducing costs, profit, 
safety, assurance. 
Ø Gaining confidence 

Especially after they confused the buyer by unsynchronized messages (ex. 
“Our bank works well!”, but “We are closing down 30 offices!”), companies 
need to regain confidence of “the audience” by the quality of 
services/products, the correctness of prices and reduced aggressiveness of 
advertisement. 
Ø Relationship and information 

The challenge for the companies, especially in Romania, will be to move 
from the passive-aggressive type of message “We are here! This is our 
offer!” to the assertive type of message “This is our offer and we are ready 
to give you the right to choose!” With the change of message will have to be 
changed the channels for transmitting messages and to focus on areas where 
the customer can exercise their free choice to read or not the message 
(Internet, newspapers, magazines). 
Ø Raising buyer’s self-esteem 

The process of rebranding and positioning must also include reshaping the 
message in order to help the buyer to regain his self-esteem. Renaming 
certain categories of services are to be made in the semantic area in order to 
make the costumer proud. (ex.: changing the name Economy in Smart). 
Ø Buyer’s specialization and image 

Part of the process of regaining confidence, but also of the strategic 
strengthening of the company is focusing on certain areas in order to make 
specialists that and can provide tangible benefits to the buyer. A good 
example from telecommunications is that people will abandon the multiple 
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types of telecommunications (he has fixed and mobile phone, Internet cable, 
wireless and he even has email and fax on the mobile phone) which have 
been practiced during the “glory times” and will only keep one way of 
communication: the more flexible, safer and cheaper! And he will buy this 
solution from the best in the business! Changing buyer’s psychology in 
times of crisis draws changing company’s marketing and a new marketing 
needs a new sale technique: Psychological Sale. 
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